
SENATE No. 676
By Mr. Travaglini, a petition (accompanied by bill. Senate,

No. 676) of Robert E. Travaglini and Matthew J. Amorello for legisla-
tion to require group insurance contracts for public employees to con-
tain agreements with publicly owned acute care hospitals. Insurance.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-Four

An Act relating to the contracting for the services of certain
PUBLIC HOSPITALS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Section 4of chapter 32A of the General Laws, as
2 most recently amended by St. 1990, chapter 499, section 7, is
3 hereby further amended by inserting, after the third sentence of
4 the first paragraph thereof, the following: —The commission shall
5 not negotiate or execute any contract for the provision of hospital,
6 surgical, medical, dental or other health insurance with any entity,
7 including with a health maintenance organization licensed under
8 chapter 176 G of the General Laws or with an entity on behalf of a
9 preferred provider arrangement approved pursuant to chap-

-10 ter 1761, unless such entity, if it has agreements with hospitals
11 relating to the provision of services to its beneficiaries, enrollees,
12 subscribers, or the like, agrees to maintain in effect during the
13 term of such contract (or, with the commission’s authorization, to
14 have executed as soon as possible after the commencement of
15 such term) an agreement with every acute care hospital owned by
16 the commonwealth or by an instrumentality or political subdivi-
-17 sion of the commonwealth that is located in the geographic area in
18 which such entity provides or arranges for the provision of health
19 care benefits or insurance.
20 Any agreement between such an entity and such an acute care
21 hospital need not contain provisions significantly at variance from
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22 provisions generally contained in agreements between such entity
23 and other acute care hospitals with which it contracts, and the
24 rates to be paid under said agreement shall be reasonable given
25 the nature and scope of the services such hospital provides. In the
26 event that an entity subject to the two preceding sentences of this
27 paragraph has not previously had an agreement with an acute care
28 hospital as required by said sentences, any dispute that may arise
29 in the negotiation of an agreement between the entity and the hos-
-30 pital, including disputes concerning races of payment, in anticipa-
-31 tion of such entity entering into a contract with the commission
32 under this paragraph, shall be resolved by the rate setting commis-
-33 sion established pursuant to section 32 of chapter 6A. Nothing in
34 this paragraph shall be deemed to preclude any entity subject to
35 this paragraph from including in a hospital agreement required by
36 this paragraph reasonable and customary provisions for terminat-
-37 ing such agreement for cause.

1 SECTION 2. Section 4A of chapter 32A of the General Laws,
2 as, appearing in the 1990 Official Edition, is hereby amended by
3 inserting, after the first sentence thereof, the following;
4 The commission shall not enter into any such contract with an
5 insurance carrier or nonprofit hospital or medical service corpora-
-6 tion unless such carrier or corporation, with respect to each of its
7 lines of business relating to hospital, surgical, medical, dental and
8 other health insurance coverage, if it has agreements with hospi-
-9 tals relating to the provision of services to its beneficiaries,

10 enrollees, subscribers, or the like, agrees to maintain in effect dur-
-11 ing the term of such contract (or, with the commission’s authoriza-
-12 tion, to have executed as soon as possible after the commence-
-13 ment of such term) an agreement with every acute care hospital
14 owned by the commonwealth or by an instrumentality or political
15 subdivision of the commonwealth that is located in the geographic
16 area in which such carrier or corporation provides or arranges for
17 the provision of health care benefits or insurance. Any agreement
18 between such a carrier or corporation and such an acute care hos-

-19 pital need not contain provisions significantly at variance from
20 provisions generally contained in agreements between such carrier
21 or corporation and other acute care hospitals with which it con-
-22 tracts, and the rates to be paid under said agreement shall be rea-
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23 sonable given the nature and scope of the services such hospital
24 provides. In the event that a carrier or corporation subject to the
25 two proceeding sentences of this paragraph has not previously had
26 an agreement with an acute care hospital as required by said sen-
-27 tences, any dispute that may arise in the negotiation of an agree-
-28 ment between the carrier or corporation and the hospital, includ-
-29 ing disputes concerning rates of payments, in anticipation of such
30 carrier or corporation entering into a contract with the commission
31 under this paragraph, shall be resolved by the rate setting commis-
-32 sion established pursuant to section 32 of chapter 6A. Nothing in
33 this paragraph shall be deemed to preclude any carrier or corpora-
-34 tion subject to this paragraph from including in a hospital agree-
-35 ment required by this paragraph reasonable and customary provi-
-36 sions for terminating such agreement for cause.

1 SECTION 3. Section 108 of chapter 32A of the General Laws,
2 as appearing in the 1990 Official Edition, is hereby amended by
3 inserting, after the third sentence of the first paragraph thereof,
4 the following:
5 The commission shall not purchase any such policy or policies
6 from any such company or corporation unless such company or
7 corporation, if it has agreements with hospitals relating to the pro-
-8 vision of services to its beneficiaries, enrollees, subscribers, or the
9 like, agrees to maintain in effect while any such policy is in effect

10 (or, with the commission’s authorization, to have executed as soon
11 as possible after the effective date of any such policy) an agree-

-12 ment with every acute care hospital owned by the commonwealth
13 or by an instrumentality or political subdivision of the common-
-14 wealth that is located in the geographic area in which such compa-
-15 ny or corporation provides or arranges for the provision of health
16 care benefits or insurance. Any agreement between such a compa-
-17 ny or corporation and such an acute care hospital need not contain
18 provisions significantly at variance from provisions generally con-
-19 tained in agreements between such company or corporation and
20 other acute care hospitals with which it contracts, and the rates to
21 be paid under said agreement shall be reasonable given the nature
22 and scope of the services such hospital provides. In the event that
23 a company or corporation subject to the two preceding sentences
24 of this paragraph has not previously had an agreement with an
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25 acute care hospital as required by said sentences, any dispute that
26 may arise in the negotiation of an agreement between the compa-
-27 ny or corporation and the hospital, including disputes concerning
28 rates of payment, in anticipation of the commission’s purchase of
29 any policy or policies under this paragraph, shall be resolved by
30 the rate setting commission established pursuant to section 32 of
31 chapter 6A. Nothing in this paragraph shall be deemed to preclude
32 any company or corporation subject to this paragraph from includ-
-33 ing in a hospital agreement required by this paragraph reasonable
34 and customary provisions for terminating such agreement for
35 cause.

1 SECTION 4. Section 10C of chapter 32A of the General Laws,
2 as appearing in the 1990 Official Edition, is hereby amended by
3 inserting, after the third sentence of the first paragraph thereof, the
4 following:
5 The commission shall not purchase any such policy or policies
6 from any such company or corporation unless such company or
7 corporation, if it has agreements with hospitals relating to the pro-
-8 vision of services to its beneficiaries, enrollees, subscribers, or the
9 like, agrees to maintain in effect while any such policy is in effect

10 (or, with the commission’s authorization, to have executed as soon
11 as possible after the effective date of any such policy) an agree-

-12 ment with every acute care hospital owned by the commonwealth
13 or by an instrumentality or political subdivision of the common-
-14 wealth that is located in the geographic area in which such compa-
-15 ny or corporation provides or arranges for the provision of health
16 care benefits or insurance. Any agreement between such a compa-
-17 ny or corporation and such an acute care hospital need not contain
18 provisions significantly at variance from provisions generally con-
-19 tained in agreements between such company or corporation and
20 other acute care hospitals with which it contracts, and the rates to
21 be paid under said agreement shall be reasonable given the nature
22 and scope of the services such hospital provides. In the event that
23 a company or corporation subject to the two preceding sentences
24 of this paragraph has not previously had an agreement with an
25 acute care hospital as required by said sentences, any dispute that
26 may arise in the negotiation of an agreement between the com-
-27 pany or corporation and the hospital, including disputes concern-
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28 ing rates of payment, in anticipation of the commission’s purchase
29 of any policy or policies under this paragraph, shall be resolved
30 by the rate setting commission established pursuant to section 32
31 of chapter 6A. Nothing in this paragraph shall be deemed to pre-
-32 elude any company or corporation subject to this paragraph from
33 including in a hospital agreement required by this paragraph rea-
-34 sonable and customary provisions for terminating such agreement
35 for cause.

1 SECTION 5. Section 12 of chapter 32A of the General Laws,
2 as appearing in the 1990 Official Edition, is hereby amended by
3 inserting, after the third sentence of the first paragraph thereof,
4 the following:
5 The commission shall not purchase any such policy or policies
6 from any such company or corporation unless such company or
7 corporation, if it has agreements with hospitals relating to the pro-
-8 vision of services to its beneficiaries, enrollees, subscribers, or the
9 like, agrees to maintain in effect while any such policy is in effect

10 (or, with the commission’s authorization, to have executed as soon
11 as possible after the effective date of any such policy) an agree-

-12 ment with every acute care hospital owned by the commonwealth
13 or by an instrumentality or political subdivision of the common-
-14 wealth that is located in the geographic area in which such compa-
-15 ny or corporation provides or arranges for the provision of health
16 care benefits or insurance. Any agreement between such a compa-
-17 ny or corporation and such an acute care hospital need not contain
18 provisions significantly at variance from provisions generally con-
-19 tained in agreements between such company or corporation and
20 other acute care hospitals with which it contracts, and the rates to
21 be paid under said agreement shall be reasonable given the nature
22 and scope of the services such hospital provides. In the event that
23 a company or corporation subject to the two preceding sentences
24 of this paragraph has not previously had an agreement with an
25 acute care hospital as required by said sentences, any dispute that
26 may arise in the negotiation of an agreement between the compa-
-27 ny or corporation and the hospital, including disputes concerning
28 rates of payment, in anticipation of the commission’s purchase of
29 any policy or policies under this paragraph, shall be resolved by
30 the rate setting commission established pursuant to section 32 of
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31 chapter 6A. Nothing in this paragraph shall be deemed to preclude
32 any company or corporation subject to this paragraph from includ-
-33 ing in a hospital agreement required by this paragraph reasonable
34 and customary provisions for terminating such agreement for
35 cause.

1 SECTION 6. Section 14 of chapter 32A, as appearing in the
2 1990 Official Edition, is hereby amended by deleting the period in
3 line 19, replacing it with a semicolon, and adding the following
4 new paragraph:
5 (3) that the health care organization agrees to maintain in effect
6 during the term of such contract (or, with the commission’s autho-
-7 rization, to have executed as soon as possible after the commence-
-8 ment of such term) an agreement with every acute care hospital
9 owned by the commonwealth or by an instrumentality or political

10 subdivision of the commonwealth that is located in the geographic
11 area in which such health care organization provides or arranges
12 for the provision of health care benefits or insurance. Any agree-
-13 ment between such a health care organization and such an acute
14 care hospital need not contain provisions significantly at variance
15 from provisions generally contained in agreements between such
16 health care organization and other acute care hospitals with which
17 it contracts, and the rates to be paid under said agreement shall be
18 reasonable given the nature and scope of the services such hospi-
-19 tal provides. In the event that a health care organization subject to
20 the two preceding sentences of this paragraph has not previously
21 had an agreement with an acute care hospital as required by said
22 sentences, any dispute that may arise in the negotiation of an
23 agreement between the health care organization and the hospital,
24 including disputes concerning rates of payment, in anticipation of
25 such health care organization entering into a contract with the
26 commission under this paragraph, shall be resolved by the rate
27 setting commission established pursuant to section 32 of chap-
-28 ter 6A. Nothing in this paragraph shall be deemed to preclude any
29 health care organization subject to this paragraph from including
30 in a hospital agreement required by this paragraph reasonable and
31 customary provisions for terminating such agreement for cause.

1 SECTION 7. Section 15 of chapter 32A of the General Laws,
2 as appearing in the 1990 Official Edition, is hereby amended by
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3 inserting, at the end of the first paragraph thereof, the follow-
-4 ing:
5 The commission shall not purchase any such policy or policies
6 from any such carrier unless such carrier, if it has agreements with
7 hospitals relating to the provision of services to its beneficiaries,
8 enrollees, subscribers, or the like, agrees to maintain in effect
9 while any such policy is in effect (or, with the commission’s

10 authorization, to have executed as soon as possible after the effec-
-11 tive date of any such policy) an agreement with every acute care
12 hospital owned by the commonwealth or by an instrumentality or
13 political subdivision of the commonwealth that is located in the
14 geographic area in which such carrier provides or arranges for the
15 provision of health care benefits or insurance. Any agreement
16 between such a carrier and such an acute care hospital need not
17 contain provisions significantly at variance from provisions gener-
-18 ally contained in agreements between such carrier and other acute
19 care hospitals with which it contracts, and the rates to be paid
20 under said agreement shall be reasonable given the nature and
21 scope of the services such hospital provides. In the event that a
22 carrier subject to the two preceding sentences of this paragraph
23 has not previously had an agreement with an acute care hospital as
24 required by said sentences, any dispute that may arise in the nego-
-25 tiation of an agreement between the carrier and the hospital,
26 including disputes concerning rates of payment, in anticipation of
27 the commission’s purchase of any policy or policies under this
28 paragraph, shall be resolved by the rate setting commission estab-
-29 lished pursuant to section 32 of chapter 6A. Nothing in this para-
-30 graph shall be deemed to preclude any carrier subject to this para-
-31 graph from including in a hospital agreement required by this
32 paragraph reasonable and customary provisions for terminating
33 such agreement for cause.

1 SECTION 8. Section 3of chapter 328 of the General Laws, as
2 most recently amended by St. 1990, chapter 499, section 9, is
3 hereby further amended by inserting, after the third sentence of
4 the first paragraph thereof, the following:
5 No appropriate public authority shall negotiate, purchase or
6 execute any contract for the provision of hospital, surgical, med-
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7 ical, dental or other health insurance under this paragraph with
8 any entity, including with a health maintenance organization
9 licensed under chapter 176 G of the General Laws or with an entity

10 on behalf of a preferred provider arrangement approved pursuant
11 to chapter 1761, unless such entity, if it has agreements with hos-

-12 pitals relating to the provision of services to its beneficiaries,
13 enrollees, subscribers, or the like, agrees to maintain in effect dur-
-14 ing the term of such contract (or, with the public authority’s
15 authorization, to have executed as soon as possible after the com-
-16 mencement of such term) an agreement with every acute care hos-
-17 pital owned by the commonwealth or by an instrumentality or
18 political subdivision of the commonwealth that is located in the
19 geographic area in which such entity provides or arranges for the
20 provision of health care benefits or insurance. Any agreement
21 between such an entity and such an acute care hospital need not
22 contain provisions significantly at variance from provisions gener-
-23 ally contained in agreements between such entity and other acute
24 care hospitals with which it contracts, and the rates to be paid
25 under said agreement shall be reasonable given the nature and
26 scope of the services such hospital provides. In the event that an
27 entity subject to the two preceding sentences of this paragraph has
28 not previously had an agreement with an acute care hospital as
29 required by said sentences, any dispute that may arise in the nego-
-30 tiation of an agreement between the entity and the hospital,
31 including disputes concerning rates of payment, in anticipation of
32 such entity entering into a contract with the applicable public
33 authority under this paragraph shall be resolved by the rate setting
34 commission established pursuant to section 32 of chapter 6A.
35 Nothing in this paragraph shall be deemed to preclude any entity
36 subject to this paragraph from including in a hospital agreement
37 required by this paragraph reasonable and customary provisions
38 for terminating such agreement for cause.

1 SECTION 9. Section 3A of chapter 328 of the General Laws,
2 as most recently amended by St. 1991, chapter 138, section 120, is
3 hereby further amended by inserting, after the first sentence there-
-4 of, the following:
5 The such city, town, or county shall enter into any such contract
6 with an insurance carrier, non-profit hospital, medical or dental
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7 service corporation, or health care organization unless such entity,
8 with respect to each of its lines of business relating to hospital,
9 surgical, medical, dental and other health insurance coverage, if it

10 has agreements with hospitals relating to the provision of services
11 to its beneficiaries, enrollees, subscribers, or the like, agrees to
12 maintain in effect during the term of such contract (or, with per-
-13 mission of such city, town, or county, to have executed as soon as
14 possible after the commencement of such term) an agreement with
15 every acute care hospital owned by the commonwealth or by an
16 instrumentality or political subdivision of the commonwealth that
17 is located in the geographic area in which such carrier or corpora-
ls tion provides or arranges for the provision of health care benefits
19 or insurance. Any agreement between such entity and such an
20 acute care hospital need not contain provisions significantly at
21 variance from provisions generally contained in agreements
22 between such entity and other acute care hospitals with which it
23 contracts, and the rates to be paid under said agreement shall be
24 reasonable given the nature and scope of the services such hospi-
-25 tal provides. In the event that an entity subject to the two preced-
-26 ing sentences of this paragraph has not previously had an agree-
-27 ment with an acute care hospital as required by said sentences,
28 any dispute that may arise in the negotiation of an agreement
29 between the entity and the hospital, including disputes concerning
30 rates of payment, in anticipation of such entity entering into a
31 contract with the city, town, or county under this paragraph shall
32 be resolved by the rate setting commission established pursuant to
33 section 32 of chapter 6A. Nothing in this paragraph shall be
34 deemed to preclude any carrier or corporation subject to this para-
-35 graph from including in a hospital agreement required by this
36 paragraph reasonable and customary provisions for terminating
37 such agreement for cause.

1 SECTION 10. Section 11C of chapter 328 of the General
2 Laws, as most recently amended by St. 1991, chapter 138,
3 section 121, is hereby further amended by inserting, after the third
4 sentence of the first paragraph thereof, the following:
5 No appropriate public authority shall purchase any such policy
6 or policies from any such company or corporation unless such
7 company or corporation, if it has agreements with hospitals relat-
-8 ing to the provision of services to its beneficiaries, enrollees, sub-
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9 scribers, or the like, agrees to maintain in effect while any such
10 policy is in effect (or, with the authorization of such public
11 authority, to have executed as soon as possible after the effective
12 date of any such policy) an agreement with every acute care hos-
-13 pital owned by the commonwealth or by an instrumentality or
14 political subdivision of the commonwealth that is located in the
15 geographic area in which such company or corporation provides
16 or arranges for the provision of health care benefits or insurance.
17 Any agreement between such a company or corporation and such
18 an acute care hospital need not contain provisions significantly at
19 variance from provisions generally contained in agreements
20 between such company or corporation and other acute care hospi-
-21 tals with which it contracts, and the rates to be paid under said
22 agreement shall be reasonable given the nature and scope of the
23 services such hospital provides. In the event that a company or
24 corporation subject to the two preceding sentences of this para-
-25 graph has not previously had an agreement with an acute care hos-
-26 pital as required by said sentences, any dispute that may arise in
27 the negotiation of an agreement between the company or corpora-
-28 tion and the hospital, including disputes concerning rates of pay-
-29 ment, in anticipation of the applicable public authority’s purchase
30 of any policy or policies under this paragraph shall be resolved by
31 the rate setting commission established pursuant to section 32 of
32 chapter 6A. Nothing in this paragraph shall be deemed to preclude
33 any company or corporation subject to this paragraph from includ-
-34 ing in a hospital agreement required by this paragraph reasonable
35 and customary provisions for terminating such agreement for
36 cause.

1 SECTION 11. Section 16 of chapter 328, as appearing in the
2 1990 Official Edition, is hereby amended by deleting the period in
3 line 29, replacing it with a semicolon, and adding the following
4 new paragraph:
5 (4) that the health care organization agrees to maintain in effect
6 during the term of such contract (or, with the authorization of the
7 appropriate public authority, to have executed as soon as possible
8 after the commencement of such term) an agreement with every
9 acute care hospital owned by the commonwealth or by an instru-

-10 mentality or political subdivision of the commonwealth that is
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11 located in the geographic area in which such health care organiza-
-12 tion provides or arranges for the provision of health care benefits
13 or insurance. Any agreement between such a health care organiza-
-14 tion and such an acute care hospital need not contain provisions
15 significantly at variance from provisions generally contained in
16 agreements between such health care organization and other acute
17 care hospitals with which it contracts, and the rates to be paid
18 under said agreement shall be reasonable given the nature and
19 scope of the services such hospital provides. In the event that a
20 health care organization subject to the two preceding sentences of
21 this paragraph has not previously had an agreement with an acute
22 care hospital as required by said sentences, any dispute that may
23 arise in the negotiation of an agreement between the health care
24 organization and the hospital, including disputes concerning rates
25 of payment, in anticipation of such health care organization enter-
-26 ing into a contract with the applicable public authority under this
27 paragraph shall be resolved by the rate setting commission estab-
-28 lished pursuant to section 32 of chapter 6A. Nothing in this para-
-29 graph shall be deemed to preclude any health care organization
30 subject to this paragraph from including in a hospital agreement
31 required by this paragraph reasonable and customary provisions
32 for terminating such agreement for cause.

1 SECTION 12. This act shall take effect upon passage. The pro-
-2 visions of each of sections one through eleven of this act shall
3 take effect as of July 1, 1994, with respect to the purchase of any
4 policies, and the execution of any contracts and shall be effective
5 with respect to any contract renewed or extended beyond June 30,
6 1994. The group insurance commission, under chapter 32A, or
7 each appropriate public authority under chapter 328, shall give
8 written notice of the provisions of this act to all insurers, carriers,
9 etc., with which it contracts immediately following the effective

10 date of the act.
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